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expert level.
The dominance of supercomputers in chess lasted till
the early to mid 1980’s. This trend should not be
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1970’s, the emergence
of the supercomputers,
including
the (?DC Cyber series, provided
the
computing platforms upon which chess programs were
developed for the first time to play at the human

Supercomputers,
starting with CDC and then the
Cray YMP, were soon eclipsed by other technological
Ken
innovations
in computer
chess systems
Thompson of Bell Laboratories clearly foresaw the

to make

coming of this computing bottleneck for ches:splaying
programs even in the late 1970’s.
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world’s first massively parallel chess system, Deep
Blue. This system, when completed in late ! 995, will
play chess at the same level as the strongest human
chess player.
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It was not until 1988 that a computer called Deep
Thought, designed by F. H. Hsu, finally defeated a
human grandmaster.
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purpose hardware engines for accelerating the search
algorithms.
His efforts succeeded, as he expected. by
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providing

effective synergism between hardware and software
for the execution of the basic chess algorithms.
A

embedding

search algorithms
in hardware, and attaching these
search engines to inexpensive workstations, he could

typical PC-based 10-processor system is shown in
Figure 4. It is this unique system feature that makes
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outperform
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Deep Blue, for instance, will carry out searches at a
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system in the world.
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chess at the
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speed equivalent to a Tera-op level general purpose
computer [2]. Thompson showed, in effect, that, for
a certain range of chess ratings, there is an almost
linear speed up in a computer chess program’s playing
strength with respect to the number of plies a given
system can compute, as is shown in Figure 3.
Furthermore,
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and architectural

improvements
in Deep Blue, Hsu and his team
members have demonstrated
that this range of
linearity can be extended to approach the ratings of
the top human chess players [2].
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Deep Blue employs a specially designed chess search
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out perform some of the best grandmasters in the
foreseeable future. Until then, IBM’s Deep Blue and
it’s team will

enjoy the limelight

as the best there is.
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4. Conclusions
How long will
If computer

Deep Blue reign as the champion’?

chess theory holds

fact that micro-processor

and we observe the

speed will double every one

and one-half

years, then maybe in 3 or 4 years, the

PC

programs

based

performance

will

come

ciose

of a small Deep Blue system.

we must also note that another computing
is currently

taking place in conjunction

development of micro-processors.
four years a Ttma-op massively

to

the

However,
revolution

with the rapid

In no more than
parallel computer

system will be easily obtainable.
Thus will the cycle
of champions as shown in Figure 2 repeat itself? The
only thing definite is that computer chess will remain
a harbinger of the trends in computer development.
‘This will continue long after a chess machine has
exceeded the playing capacity of the best human
player.
Until then we believe Deep Blue will reign
supreme and we will have fun competing.
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